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Abstract
Many distributed applications can make use of large background transfers — transfers of data that humans are not waiting for to improve availability, reliability, latency or consistence. However, given the rapid fluctuation of available network bandwidth and changing resource costs due to technology trends, handling the aggressiveness of background transfers (i) simplifying applications, (ii) having two aggressively and mutually dependent flows, and (iii) not granting the benefits of background transfers. Our goal is for the operating system to manage network resources in order to provide a simple abstraction of near-zero-cost background transfers. Our system, TCP Nice, can provably bound the interference inflicted by background flows on foreground flows in a centralized network model. And we use microbenchmarks and case study applications suggest that in practice it interfere little with foreground flows, requires a large fraction of space network bandwidth, and simplifies application conversation and deployment.

1 Introduction
Many distributed applications can make use of large background transfers — transfers of data that humans are not waiting for to improve availability, reliability, latency or consistence. However, given the rapid fluctuation of available network bandwidth and changing resource costs due to technology trends, handling the aggressiveness of background transfers (i) simplifying applications, (ii) having two aggressively and mutually dependent flows, and (iii) not granting the benefits of background transfers. Our goal is for the operating system to manage network resources in order to provide a simple abstraction of near-zero-cost background transfers. Our system, TCP Nice, can provably bound the interference inflicted by background flows on foreground flows in a centralized network model. And we use microbenchmarks and case study applications suggest that in practice it interfere little with foreground flows, requires a large fraction of space network bandwidth, and simplifies application conversation and deployment.
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In node

Sibling

D and S identical.
Deny overrides Allow.
GMB combines as max
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